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Executive Summary 

In Task 6.1 “Use-case A: OS drivers quality assessment and code map”, the DECODER tools 
developed in WP1, WP2, WP3, and WP4 were evaluated to demonstrate the applicability of 
the tools for an embedded use-case, and this deliverable reports the result of the application 
of those tools.  
In the scope of WP6, SYSGO provided 2 use-cases: Atmel watchdog driver “at91sam9” and 
Intel ethernet driver “e1000e”. However, due to the complexity of the e1000e ethernet driver 
and its heavy dependency on the source code of the Linux kernel, the ethernet driver was not 
used for testing DECODER tools, but only the AT91SAM9 watchdog driver’s source code was 
used. 

Contributing tasks of this WP T6.1 
Related deliverables of this WP D6.1, D5.1 
Input from other WP(s) WP1, WP2, WP3, WP4 
Output to other WP(s) N/A 

Keywords 

Embedded use-case, DECODER, safety, security, report, tools, scenario definition, 
demonstration, OS driver. 

Acronyms and Abbreviations  

DoW Description of work 

OSS Open Source Software 

NLP Natural Language Processing 

OS Operating System 

SUT Systems Under Test 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

NER Named Entities Recognition 

SLOC Source lines of code 

EVA Evolved Value Analysis 

AST Abstract Syntax Tree 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 
This document presents in which ways the tools were applied to the code of the AT91SAM9 
watchdog driver [1], as well as how the results can be reproduced. Moreover, the document 
describes the final results obtained by the DECODER tools applied to the source code of the 
watchdog driver of the ElinOS Embedded Linux [2].  

1.2 Overall organization of the document 
This document is structured as follows:  

• Section 2 gives a brief overview of an embedded use-case and shows data generation 
from the source code of the use-case as well as a demonstration of the usage of the 
generated data. 

• Section 3 demonstrates a formal verification of the use-case based on the Frama-C 
tool [3]. 

Finally, the last section presents a conclusion. 
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2 Use-case A: OS Driver Quality Assessment 

Operating System (OS) drivers are software components that let OS communicate with 
hardware devices directly. Drivers that provide critical services to function a system properly 
mostly run in the kernel mode of OS. If such drivers have malfunctioning behavior, the system 
can be easily crashed and such malfunctioning behavior would be a root cause of unexpected 
hazards. Thus, for safety- and security-critical systems, its software quality is very important 
and such critical software development process takes a lot of time due to the strict safety 
standards for the respective industry, such as ISO 26262 [4], EN 50128 [5], DO-178C [6], and 
IEC 61508 [7].  

In Use-case A, SYSGO provided two embedded Linux drivers from ELinOS kernel as 
examples of operating system drivers on which DECODER tools are applied: 

• Atmel watchdog driver “at91sam9” 
• Intel ethernet driver “e1000e” 

The AT91SAM9 watchdog driver is a low-level driver to provide highly safety-critical services 
to the whole system even its codebase is small with approx. 300 SLOC. 

Intel’s e1000e Ethernet driver is a very complex driver with approx. 29,000 SLOC due to 
implementation of whole TCP/IP protocols and its criticality level is medium or low for an 
embedded system. 

As mentioned previously in the Executive summary, DECODER tools were applied to only the 
AT91SAM9 watchdog driver’s source code. 

During the implementation of the DECODER project, the project partners developed and 
integrated more than twenty-five tools with the DECODER ecosystem. However, all of the tools 
can not be used for the source code written in the C programming language as some of them 
apply to other kinds of source code such as C++ and Java. Tools listed in Table 1 were 
considered and applied for Use-case A.  

Table 1: List of tools for Use-case A 

WP Tool Category Developer 

WP1 Frama-C Parsing tool CEA 

WP1 Frama-C/EVA Analyzing tool CEA 

WP4 TESTAR Testing tool UPV 

WP2 Variable Misuse Parsing tool TREE 

WP2 Code Summarizarion Parsing tool / comment generator TREE 

WP3 Excavator Code generator / Parsing tool CEA 

The next section gives a brief introduction to the selected tools and demonstrates their 
application for the embedded use-case.  
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2.1 Generation of Use-case data 
This section demonstrates the generation of data from the source code of the watchdog driver 
using the Excavator, Frama-C/Parser, and TESTAR [8] tools. The generated data would be 
used as an input to further tools such as Frama-C/EVA, Variable Misuse, and Code 
summarization. 

2.1.1 Excavator 
Excavator is a tool to dig DWARF [9] debugging information in ELF executable [10] binaries 
from the C compiler. This tool is quite similar to the GNU Debugger (GDB) [11] in terms of the 
DWARF debugging, but it works only for the C programming language. The main advantage 
of the excavator tool is to reverse engineer the compilation unit.  Reverse engineering is limited 
to general code construction such as function prototypes and types. As shown in Figure 1, only 
an ELF executable binary file with DWARF debugging information is used as input to the tool. 

This tool is integrated with the DECODER in the context of WP3. 

 

Figure 1: General excavation process 

This is the first Demo of the Excavator tool to dig DWARF debugging information in ELF 
executable binaries. The demo applies the tool to an Linux kernel and tries to reverse engineer 
the compilation unit corresponding to the AT91SAM9 Watchdog timer (WDT) Linux driver. 
Reverse engineering is limited to general code construction such as function protypes and 
types. No source code is required: only an ELF executable binary file with DWARF debugging 
information is involved in the process. 

To obtain such a file for the sake of the Demo, the Linux kernel (version 4.9.207) source code 
was patched using file linux-4.9.207-armv7.patch, Linux building process was configured using 
File linux-4.9.207.config, and then Kernel was compiled using a GCC cross-compiler [12] for 
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ARM Cortex-A5 built using crosstool-NG. The tool configuration file used for the demo is 
config.json. The general workflow of the demo is presented in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Excavation process for the watchdog driver 

First, we need to configure the Linux building process to build a Linux kernel with debugging 
information as follows: 

1. In the Linux source tree, enter the Linux kernel configuration menu, 
o $ make menuconfig 

2. Enter Kernel Hacking as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Enabling Kernel hacking 

3. Enable Kernel debugging as shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Enabling Kernel debugging 

4. Enter Compile time checks and compiler options as shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Enabling Compile-time checks 

5. Enable Compile the kernel with debug info as shown in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: Enabling Compile the kernel with debug info 

Steps of the Demo 

• Build the Linux kernel from its source code as instructed on 
https://wiki.linuxquestions.org/wiki/How_to_build_and_install_your_own_Linux_kernel 

• Build the Excavator tool from its source code as instructed in the INSTALL file of the 
Excavator tool v0.2.0 located in the pkm-api DECODER Git repo. 

• Configure the Excavator tool as shown below. 

The tool has a configuration file in JSON format. The following is the configuration used for the 
Demo, see also file config.json: 
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Run the tool using the following command: 

 
Results from the excavator tool are: 

• an HTML dump of DWARF debugging information from the file vmlinux in sub-directory 
dwarf. 

• out.c file that a reverse-engineered C source code of compilation unit 
drivers/watchdog/at91sam9_wdt.c from file vmlinux. 

• testbench.c file that exercises the main function of the driver source code. This file 
would be used for the Frama-C verification tool to verify the source code of the 
watchdog driver. 

2.1.2 TESTAR for CODEO IDE 
TESTAR is a scriptless testing tool that performs automated system tests of desktop, web, and 
mobile applications at the GUI level. The TESTAR performs out-of-the-box robustness tests, 
so actions are selected randomly in the Systems-Under-Tests (SUT). It is possible to find bugs 
related to non-functional requirements by using implicit oracles. 

{ 
    "binary" : "vmlinux", 
    "sources" : 
    [ 
        "drivers/watchdog/at91sam9_wdt.c" 
    ], 
    "builtin-functions" : 
    [ 
        "snprintf", 
        "sprintf", 
        "sscanf", 
        "strcspn", 
        "strncasecmp", 
        "strncat", 
        "vsnprintf", 
        "strspn", 
        "bcmp", 
        "fabs" 
    ], 
    "output" : "out.c", 
    "verbose" : true, 
    "dwarf-html-output-dir" : "dwarf" 
} 

$  ./unisim-excavator-0.1.0/tool/bin/unisim-excavator-0.1.0 config.json 
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The CODEO [13] is the Eclipse-based IDE that supports system architects with graphical 
configuration tools, and provides all the components software engineers need to develop 
embedded applications using the ElinOS or PikeOS [14]. 

The objective of this use-case is to apply TESTAR to the CODEO to obtain information about 
the widgets of each state and the transitions from one state to another. This will give us an 
idea of the magnitude of this SUT. In addition, through queries to the database, its complexity 
will be better understood. Finally, the results of the coverage analysis for the GUI that has been 
carried out will be shown. For this, these two scenarios have been proposed: 

• Scenario 1:  
o Run GUI tests on CODEO using random action selection 

• Scenario 2:  
o Create an ElinOS project 
o Carry out the feature configuration: 

 TCP/IP settings 
 Network Client Tools (ssh, telnet) 
 Network Server Tools (ssh, telnetd) 

o Compile the project 
o Run GUI tests on CODEO using random actions selection 

With the last of the scenarios, the creation of the ELinOS project would be done from the button 
used to create a new project as shown in Figure 7, and the appearance of the interface would 
be the following: 

 

Figure 7: Selecting ElinOS Project 
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Through this wizard, the initial configurations of the project are chosen by default and there is 
the Networking feature among them. In addition, the feature configuration is done by opening 
the tab with that name as shown in Figure 8: 

 

Figure 8: Feature configuration of the ElinOS 

In TCP/IP settings, click on […]. Then, in Network Client Tools, click on […]. And in Network 
Server Tools, click on […]. Finally, the project is compiled as shown in Figure 9: 

 

Figure 9: Building the ElinOS project 

States, widgets, and actions 
To run automated tests for the two scenarios mentioned above, two different TESTAR 
protocols have been implemented. In the first scenario, TESTAR executes actions randomly, 
and for this, in each state, it derives the set of available widgets and the actions that can be 
performed on them. Then, the action to be executed is chosen and carried out. The implicit 
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oracles are then checked to see if an unwanted state has been reached, and if everything is 
correct, a new state is reached. In the second case, in addition, the procedure that allows 
initially forcing the actions that will create the ELinOS project is included. After that, the steps 
mentioned above are carried out. Additionally, for both scenarios, instructions are included to 
measure coverage after each action, sequence of actions, and complete execution. 

More configurations have been carried out from the TESTAR GUI. For each of these two 
cases, a sequence of 200 actions has been executed. It is an affordable number due to the 
size of the application, taking a large amount of time to be tested. Also, through remote mode, 
a network connection has been used to make a connection with the IP address that 
corresponds to the OrientDB server running on the machine. 

Once the tests have run, queries can be thrown into the database to obtain information. We 
will see this in the next section. In addition, output files are created in the system, which allows 
us to understand the test process that has been carried out. The HTML report file that has 
been created offers us a global vision of the widget trees and the state transitions that exist in 
the execution process. A widget tree is a structure that represents the widgets that are 
contained in a state. It will change when the state changes. 

First, in the HTML report, we can see a screenshot of each state reached in the execution of 
the tests, followed by all the actions on widgets that are available as shown in Figure 10-12. 
For each state, the action that has been executed to move to the next state is also specified. 

 
Figure 10: TESTAR execution sequence report (Part 1) 
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Figure 11: TESTAR execution sequence report (Part 2) 

 

Figure 12: TESTAR execution sequence report (Part 3) 

Complexity measurement 

For the analysis of the complexity, the OrientDB server has been used to launch queries and 
obtain relevant information from the test executions. Some calls have been chosen to be made 
to this database, which allows us to have an idea of the complexity of CODEO. 

Firstly, the OrientDB server that we intend to move it to the OW2 server has been deployed 
locally. Then, the TESTAR database has been accessed, which contains the information on 
the executions. Before each execution, the database has been cleaned, so that no previous 
data has been influenced. 

Accessing the mentioned URL, the OrientDB Studio service will open. On the home page, we 
can see the text box in which the queries can be written and run as shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13: Opening OrientDB studio 

Next, we will see examples of queries used to understand the complexity of CODEO. 

Number of widgets in a state 

First, one way to measure complexity is by analyzing the average number of widgets that 
CODEO has per state, so that the greater the number of widgets, the greater its complexity. 
With that purpose, we use this query as shown in Figure 14: 

 
Figure 14: Query for widget analyze 

With this, we count all the widgets that have existed throughout the 200 states, excluding the 
structural ones, which refer to elements such as panels or widget containers. For the first 
scenario, the results obtained are as shown in Figure 15: 
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Figure 15: Result of query for widget analyze for for the 1st scenario 

So, after dividing 24554 by 200 states, we get an average of 123 widgets per state. And for 
the second scenario, the result of the query is as shown in Figure 16: 

 
Figure 16: Result of query for widget analysis for 2nd scenario 

And dividing 29807 total widgets by 200 states, we get an average of 149 widgets per state. 

With the values obtained with the queries, we observe that the average number of widgets per 
state is high in both cases because CODEO is a large application. So, relative to the number 
of widgets per state, its complexity is high. 

Widget depth 

For this metric, we will use ZIndex, the property that determines the position of a widget on the 
Z-axis (not the X-axis nor the Y-axis). A higher value means that the widget will be closer to 
the top of the widgets stack. The stacking order is perpendicular to the screen. 

The query in Figure 17 used to obtain the number of actions associated with widgets at a 
certain depth also considers the structural widgets, so the total number of widgets will be 
greater than the mentioned before. 

 

Figure 17: Query for widget depth 

Figure 18is the result for the first scenario. 
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Figure 18: Result of query for widget depth of 1st scenario 

To calculate the mean with this data, we will use the following formula, which considers each 
depth level and the number of actions that are associated with widgets at that level. 

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 =  
∑ 𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍𝐴𝐴𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1

 ∑ 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛
𝑖𝑖=1

 

 

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐1) =
(10 × 26067) + (11 × 14923) + (12 × 3187) + (14 × 11)

26067 + 14923 + 3187 + 11
 

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐1) = 10 

In this case, the mean depth is 10. 

And for the second scenario, the results are shown in Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19: Result of query for widget depth of 2nd scenario 

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐2) =
(10 ∗ 33713) + (12 ∗ 5529) + (11 ∗ 8108) + (13 ∗ 846) + (14 ∗ 138) + (15 ∗ 25) + (16 ∗ 4)

33713 + 5529 + 8108 + 846 + 138 + 25 + 4
 

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐2) = 10 

In the second scenario, the mean depth is also 10. 

In addition, the mode is 10 for both scenarios, also coinciding with the respective mean. The 
calculation is as follows, being C the set of counts. 
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𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑍𝑍𝐴𝐴 = ZIndex𝑛𝑛|(Max(C) = 𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛) 

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑍𝑍𝐴𝐴(𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐1) = 10 

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑍𝑍𝐴𝐴(𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐2) = 10 

Considering the usual depth levels of widgets and considering that some levels are intended 
for structural elements such as containers or panels, we could determine that in this case, the 
complexity of CODEO is not excessively high or low. 

Number of checkboxes in a depth level 

Considering types of widgets, we can also take checkboxes as a reference, and quantify their 
presence in test executions. In this way, the more checkboxes there are at the same depth, 
the more complex CODEO will be. The query used is illustrated in Figure 20. 

 
Figure 20: Query for Number of checkboxes 

The results for the first and second scenarios are, respectively, in Figures 21-22. 

 
Figure 21: Result of query for Number of checkboxes of 1st scenario 

 
Figure 22: Result of query for Number of checkboxes of 2nd scenario 

The number of total checkboxes found has been 3084 for the first scenario, and 2653 for the 
second scenario. These are large numbers, so we can say that in this case, the complexity is 
high. 
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Number of menu items in a menu 

This case is like the previous one and is focused on determining the complexity taking into 
account the number of menu items that exist in the menus. 

 
Figure 23: Query for Number of menu items 

After executing the query in Figure 23, the results for the first and second scenarios are 
revealed in Figure 24 and Figure 25. 

 

Figure 24: Result of query for number of menu items of 1st scenario 

 

Figure 25: Result of query for number of menu items of 2nd scenario 

For the first scenario, the total number of menu items discovered has been 2245, and for the 
second scenario, 2203. Therefore, we can say that in terms of menu items, the system tends 
to be complex. 
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Number of tree items in a tree 

We can also take as a reference the number of tree items in a tree structure. This is the 
instruction to get the number of tree items in a certain tree. 

 

Figure 26: Query for Number of tree items in a tree 

And after running a query in Figure 26, here we can see the results for the two scenarios as 
shown in Figure 27 and Figure 28. 

 
Figure 27: Result of query for Number of tree items in a tree for 1st scenario 

 
Figure 28: Result of query for Number of tree items in a tree for 2nd scenario 

The total number of tree items is higher in the second scenario, being 2164, probably due to 
the Feature Configuration page, which contains nested tree structures. For this reason, we can 
observe signs of complexity in CODEO. 
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Number of cycles 

Finally, we can consider the number of cycles. We understand that there is a cycle when the 
execution returns to a previously reached state, after the execution of one or more actions. 

 
Figure 29: Query for number of cycles 

The above query in Figure 29 determines the number of repeated states reached, and the 
results, for the first and second scenarios, are shown in Figure 30 and Figure 31. 

 
Figure 30: Result of query for number of cycles of 1st scenario 

 
Figure 31: Result of query for number of cycles of 2nd scenario 

There is a considerable number of cycles, in which one or more actions lead to a state already 
reached. In the case of the first scenario, it has happened 18 times (200-182). In the second 
scenario, 20 (200-180). Therefore, in this case, the complexity of CODEO decreases. 

Coverage measurement 

In addition to the information provided before, this section will show the coverage results that 
have been obtained when performing the tests. For the coverage measurement, the 
corresponding information has been collected after each action, each test sequence, and each 
execution, by using the JaCoCo library [15] that allows measuring branch and instruction 
coverage in Java projects. 

• JaCoCo statement coverage: Provides information about the amount of code that has 
been executed or skipped. 

• JaCoCo branch coverage: The total number of branches from if and switch statements 
that have been reached are counted. 

The results of the evolution of the coverage are found in the file called coverageMetricsMerged, 
in which the information related to each executed action can be seen. Based on these results, 
a graph of the evolution of coverage has been created for each of the scenarios, considering 
the two types of coverage analysis mentioned. 
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For the first scenario that centered on the execution of random testing in CODEO, the 
instructions coverage has reached 12,89%, and the branches coverage, 8,62% as shown in 
Figure 32. 

 

Figure 32: Instructions and branches coverage for Scenario 1 

In the second scenario in which an ELinOS project has also been created, configured, and 
compiled, the instructions coverage is 21,61%, and the branches coverage is 15,27% as 
shown in Figure 33. 

 

Figure 33: Instructions and branches coverage for Scenario 12 
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These results depend on the path followed in each test run. This is unpredictable and varies 
from run to run. The number of actions that have been executed also influences, so the more 
actions have been executed the higher is the coverage. For CODEO, 200 actions were 
enough, due to the magnitude of the application and the time it took to test it. 

2.1.3 Frama-C 

Frama-C is a platform dedicated to the analysis of source code written in the C programming 
language. The Frama-C integrates several analysis techniques into a single collaborative 
extensible framework. The collaborative approach of Frama-C allows analyzers to build upon 
the results already computed by other analyzers in the framework. The Frama-C tool has been 
integrated with DECODER in the context of WP1. 

• Parser – The parser is a core part of Frama-C kernel that parses C source code and 
generates Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) 

• EVA – It is the plugin of Frama-C that automatically computes variation domains for 
the variables of the program using Abstract Interpretation. 

When the Frama-C with the above plugins has been run, ASTs are generated. The Code 
Summarization and Variable Misuse tools are then able to analyze the source code using the 
ASTs. In section 3 “Formal verification for Use-case A”, we discuss separately the application 
of the Frama-C in more details.  
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2.2 Usage of Use-case Data 
This section reveals the usage of data generated by tools in the previous section 2.1. 

2.2.1 Variable misuse 

The Variable misuse tool takes Java, C, or C++ methods from the source code files and ASTs 
generated by Frama-C/frama-clang parsers (for C and C++ respectively) as input to 
automatically detect potential bugs due to variables wrongly used in the code. In case a bug 
is found, a variable – already present in the code – is suggested to replace the former. This is 
incorporated into the source code as a comment so the programmer can decide whether the 
substitution makes sense or not. 

The Variable misuse tool has been developed in task T2.3 “Information extraction from source 
code” after the redefinition carried out following the first Review Session. Variable misuse relies 
on Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques, and more specifically on a Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network. 

This tool outputs two pointers after processing the corresponding input dataset and applying 
the implemented model: 

• The 'Location’ pointer, which points to the token that has a higher probability of being 
a bug. If the model predicts that there are no bugs, this vector points to the first position 
of the program. 

• For ‘Repair’ pointer, which points to the token that has the maximum probability of being 
a repair of the bug.  

This information is used to generate the output source code file in which the detected bugs are 
replaced with the suggested correct variable. This output is based on a list of checks and a 
final threshold for the token probabilities to avoid false-positive predictions.  

 Steps Inputs Results 

1 Select at91sam9-watchdog project 
from a list of projects on the left menu 

at91sam9-watchdog - 

2 Click on Tools on the left bar and 
then choose Low Level Design (LLD) 
– System implementation. 

- - 

3 Click on Variable Misuse for File from 
a list of tools on the main page 

Variable Misuse for 
File 

- 

4 Choose at91sam9_wdt.c file and 
click on Execute tool button as shown 
in Figure 34 

at91sam9_wdt.c at91sam9_wdt.c with 
some suggestion of 
possible variable misuse 
instance. For more 
details, please refer to 
Appendix section. 
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 Steps Inputs Results 

5 (Optional) To see a detailed log of a 
tool result, go to Navigation on the 
left bar and then click on Logs folder. 
Afterward, log files are listed as 
depicted in Figure 37 and click on the 
chosen log file 

Variable misuse 
exection log file 

- 

 

 

Figure 34: Running variable misuse for selected source code 

 

Figure 35: General status of variable misuse execution 
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Figure 36: Detailed status of variable misuse execution 

 

Figure 37: Detailed log of variable misuse execution’s result 
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2.2.2 Code summarization 

The Code summarization tool has been developed under task in T2.4 “Code summarization” 
to help programmers to comment on their code and/or understand code developed by other 
colleagues. 

The Code summarization tool uses snippets of source code written in Java, C, or C++ 
languages and ASTs generated by the Frama-C Parser as input for an independent analysis 
of each method. As a result, the tool generates a natural language description of the method 
automatically. This is added to the source code file as a comment placed just before the 
corresponding method. 

The output source code file is an annotated source code file with the same code as the input 
but with the resulting annotations just before the definition of the function. The name of the 
source code file is appended with “DECODER-CODE-SUMMARIZATION” to make it distinguishable 
from the not annotated ones. 

 Steps Inputs Results 

1 Select at91sam9-watchdog project 
from a list of projects on the left menu 

at91sam9-watchdog - 

2 Click on Tools on the left bar and 
then choose Low Level Design (LLD) 
– System implementation. 

- - 

3 Click on Code Summarisation File 
from a list of tools on the main page 

Code Summarisation 
File 

- 

4 Choose at91sam9_wdt.c file and 
click on Execute tool button as shown 
in Figure 38 

at91sam9_wdt.c at91sam9_wdt.c with a 
description of each 
function as shown in 
Figure 39. For more 
details, please refer to 
Appendix section. 

5 (Optional) check a log file of the tool 
execution as shown in Figure 40 

Code summarization 
execution log 

- 
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Figure 38: Running Code summarization for source code 

 

Figure 39: Source code with comments generated by Code summarization 
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Figure 40: Log of code summarization execution 
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3 Formal Verification of the Use-case 

The V-model that is described in deliverable D5.4 “Updated Methodology Design Report” [16]  
is widely used for safety- and security-critical system development. For such a critical system 
development lifecycle, formal verification is a mandatory step to prove the correctness of the 
newly-developed embedded software concerning the industry’s functional safety standards. 

In the scope of the DECODER project, Frama-C developed by CEA has been integrated with 
the DECODER ecosystem and used as a tool of formal verification for the watchdog source 
code.  

The Frama-C is a platform dedicated to the analysis of source code written in the C 
programming language. The Frama-C integrates several analysis techniques into a single 
collaborative extensible framework. The collaborative approach of Frama-C allows analyzers 
to build upon the results already computed by other analyzers in the framework. The Frama-C 
tool has been integrated with DECODER in the context of WP1. 

Frama-C has been applied as a verification tool on the watchdog source code files augmented 
by the drivers provided by the Excavator’s results. 

Excavator has created a testbench from the watchdog driver source code that exercises the 
main functions of the driver. The testbench can then be verified in a Continuous Integration 
environment with various verification tools (dynamic analysis, static analysis, test-case 
generation, conformance to a model). If a source code update accidentally introduces a bug, 
then the testbench should detect it with an adequate tool. 

The testbench contains: 

• a minimal abstraction of the Linux code to reach the objective 
• a model for all called functions in Linux 
• broad coverage of the functions of the driver 
• verification of the main properties of the driver 

The testbench provides the code in blue as illustrated in Figure 41 below: 

 

Figure 41: Testbench schema 
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The initialization part initializes the “variables” that are required to make the driver run. The 
Linux callback functions are functions of the Linux kernel that are called from the driver. Some 
of these functions call assembly functions to interact with the hardware device: “readl_relaxed”, 
“writel_relaxed”, “readl” and “writel”. Since the hardware device may change its internal state, 
the testbench needs to model these changes. 

The generic verification strategy usually addresses in sequence the following steps: 

1. Use dynamic analysis to verify the absence of Run-Time Error for a particular driver 
function 

2. Use dynamic analysis to verify the absence of Run-Time Error for all driver functions and 
increase incrementally coverage 

3. Use dynamic analysis to verify functional properties for a particular driver function 
4. Use dynamic analysis to verify complex (temporal) properties for all driver functions and 

extract incremental coverage 
5. Use syntactic static analysis to verify the Quality Assurance of the driver 
6. Use semantic static analysis to verify the absence of Run-Time Error for all driver 

functions: Frama-C/Eva will generate several alarms including some false alarms (due 
to semantic over-approximation).  

7. Use test-case analysis to verify the absence of Run-Time Error for all driver functions 
with high coverage. Any functional testing tool could complement Frama-C by testing 
orange faults produced by Frama-C/EVA (potential faults not determined) to determine 
if they may be true alarms (the other case is not possible). 

For the watchdog driver, we directly apply Step 6 with Frama-C/EVA in our experimentations 
to extract a maximum of alarms. 

3.1 Application of Frama-C/EVA 
The Evolved Value Analysis (EVA) plug-in of the Frama-C computes variation domains for 
variables. It is quite automatic and covers ANSI C99. This plug-in uses abstract interpretation 
techniques. The results of EVA can be exploited directly in two ways: 

• They can be used to infer the absence of run-time errors. The results are displayed in 
reverse, that is, alarms are emitted for all the operations that could lead to a run-time 
error. If an alarm is not emitted for an operation in the source code, then this operation 
is guaranteed not to cause a run-time error. 

• The Frama-C graphical user interface displays the inferred sets of possible values for 
each variable, in each point of the analyzed program. 

Figure 42 and Figure 43 show how to enable Frama-C with the EVA plugin from the DECODER 
front-end interface and how to assign arguments to run the Frama-C. 
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Figure 42: Choosing Frama-C from DECODER front-end 

 

Figure 43: Assigning arguments for Frama-C execution 

The DECODER front-end interface launches the Frama-C/EVA analysis like the command 
after configuration of the tool as shown in Figure 42 and Figure 43. 
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11 initial errors have been pointed out by the tool: 

• __int128 not defined for Frama-C. Replaced by long int 

• empty initializers only allowed for GCC/MSVC in at91sam9_wdt.i 

 

replaced by 

 

• A return statement with a value in function returning void 

 
issues an error in the Frama-C syntax checker. 

Note that c return ({int x = 1; x; }); returns 1 and is a correct syntax for Frama-C. 

• Length of an array is not a constant 

 

const function argument idx is not understood as constant by Frama-C. This static 
verification is removed: it will be checked by Frama-C on the next instruction. 

• field cgroup declared with a type containing a flexible array member 

frama-c -eva at91sam9_wdt.i testbench.i 

static const struct of_device_id at91_wdt_dt_ids[] = { 

    { .compatible = "atmel,at91sam9260-wdt" }, 

    {}  

 }; 

static const struct of_device_id at91_wdt_dt_ids[] = { 

    { .compatible = "atmel,at91sam9260-wdt" }, 

    { .compatible = "" }  

 }; 

return ({int x = 1}); 

((void)sizeof(char[1 - 2*!!(idx >= __end_of_fixed_addresses)])) 
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has been replaced by 

 
since ancestor_ids are not used. 

• empty structs are unsupported 

 
to be replaced by 

 

• Connecting predefined functions used in the source code to the predefined functions 
from the Frama-C libc. For instance, memcpy has been noted as having no code or 
specification. Thus, we tell EVA to use whenever possible the pre-defined libc functions 
from Frama-C using the -eva-builtins-auto option  

• Numerous undeclared functions have been noted by EVA during analysis. Some of 
them are low level builtin functions, that shall not be used by the programmer in 
principle such as __builtin_memcpy. As EVA does not recognize them, we help by 
adding a signature for such functions to the source code. For instance, adding the 
function declaration below to the header file compiler.h helps EVA: 

            extern void * __builtin_memcpy(void *dest, const void *src, int n); 

struct cgroup { 

    struct cgroup_subsys_state self; 

    ... 

    int ancestor_ids[]; 

    }; 

struct cgroup { 

    struct cgroup_subsys_state self; 

    ... 

    int* ancestor_ids; 

    }; 

struct uprobes_state { 

    }; 

struct uprobes_state { 

    int x; 

    }; 
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3.2 Results of Frama-C/EVA 
Once the source files are patched, Frama-C/EVA provides the following logs: 

 
The 2 accesses to uninitialized left-values are false alarms. 

The integer overflow which is noted as a sure alarm comes from a constant computation 
whose result is not immediately cast to an unsigned type. 

 
It is a true alarm as the compiler has used the rules of types promotion for this expression: the 
type of 0xa5 has been determined as int and the expression 0xa5 << 24 does not fit anymore 
in the representation of this type and thus leads to an overflow (by 1 bit). Instead, the 
programmer should have cast the type of this expression immediately to the expected type, 

[eva:summary] ====== ANALYSIS SUMMARY ====== 

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  51 functions analyzed (out of 134): 38% coverage. 

  In these functions, 514 statements reached (out of 597): 86% coverage. 

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  Some errors and warnings have been raised during the analysis: 

    by the Eva analyzer:      0 errors  160 warnings 

    by the Frama-C kernel:    0 errors  927 warnings 

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  6 alarms generated by the analysis: 

       2 invalid memory accesses 

       2 integer overflow 

       2 accesses to uninitialized left-values 

       1 other 

  1 of them is a sure alarm (invalid status). 

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  No logical properties have been reached by the analysis. 

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

[eva:alarm] at91sam9_wdt.c:117: Warning:  

   signed overflow. assert 0xa5 << 24 ≤ 2147483647; 
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namely unsigned int, so that the expression 0xa5 << 24 is considered as valid unsigned int. 
The correct expression is: 

 
To remove this fault, the original line at91sam9_wdt.h:21

 
should be replaced by 

 
which removes the Frama-C alarm. 

This was a typical programmer mistake as he/she planned to cast the result into __u32 
anyway: 

 

3.3 Suggested improvements for the Frama-C 
Another complementary analysis approach is to use Frama-C/WP to analyze in detail the 
behavior of the watchdog functions. This requires inserting in the code some annotations to 
describe in the ACSL specification language the behavior of each function and other global 
variables. Loop invariants can also be written in ACSL to help the WP analysis. 

Using Frama-C/WP has pros and cons: it enables to verify if the source code complies with 
some expected behavior which is described in detail. The compliance check is semi-automatic 
and requires users to correct and improve annotations until they are accurate enough to 
describe the requirements. On the other hand, EVA is automatic but less precise. 

The presence of ACSL annotations for Frama-C/WP avoids the creation of a testbench as 
functions are analyzed separately without the need for the main function.  

This approach is to be checked later with the interactive debugger in the loop to automatically 
synthesize annotations with scripting. Note that the annotations need to be updated for any 
modification in the driver, whereas the testbench approach should be more stable to the 
driver’s modifications. 

Frama-C could better take the interruptions into account in the analyses. 

 

 

 

(((__u32)0xa5 << 24) | (1 << 0)) 

#define   AT91_WDT_KEY    (0xa5 << 24)        /* KEY Password */ 

#define   AT91_WDT_KEY    (0xa5U << 24)     /* KEY Password */ 

testbench_raw_writel(( u32) (( __le32)(__u32)(((0xa5 << 24) | (1 << 0)))),(wdt)->base + (0x00)) 
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4 Summary and Conclusion 

In this deliverable, we have presented a demonstration of the application of the DECODER 
tools for the embedded use-case. Moreover, we would like to note that the AT91SAM9 
watchdog driver was chosen for a demonstration after discussion with partners because of 
less dependency on the Linux kernel source code and its simplicity. 

Excavator: Compared with the GDB debugger that is commonly used for the development of 
embedded systems, the excavator has two advantages. First, it dumps the debugging 
information into an HTML file which can be investigated later on without running the tool over 
again. Second, it creates automatically a testbench source file that contains a minimal 
abstraction of the Linux kernel code and can be used for further formal verification without 
using the whole Linux source code. It would be recommended to implement GDB-like 
commands like backtrace, watch, etc. that are very useful to monitor variables and track the 
entire stack changes during the program’s execution. 

TESTAR: It is designed to test applications on GUI level. Because of this reason, we didn’t 
apply it to the driver source code. However, a complexity analysis for CODEO GUI carried out 
by UPV assessed that tree items in tree and menu items in the menu are very complex. This 
analysis’s summary reveals that there would be some rooms to make the ElinOS 
configurations in the CODEO simple by reducing the complexity of the configuration menu. 
Thus, we would continue an investigation into a report on complexity analysis for further 
improvement of CODEO GUI. 

Frama-C: It is the most interesting tool for the embedded use-case. Although it has integrated 
many analyzers as an extension plugin, we only tested the Frama-C parser and EVA analyzer. 
The demonstration of this tool showed very good results in terms of memory access, integer 
overflow, uninitialized values, and ambiguous syntax.  

Code summarization: The current model generates acceptable/good comments for each of the 
methods. Its performance would improve if more annotated datasets in C language could be 
used to train the models, also extending the scope of the tool. 

Variable Misuse: After analysing the input source code, the tool proposed to check if certain 
variable should be replaced with another one. The final decision depends on the developer 
and changes affecting the compilation process are not made automatically. Similarly to code 
summarization, a better accuracy would be achieved by significantly augmenting the training 
datasets in C language. 
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Appendix 

Whole source code of Atmel AT91SAM9x watchdog with comments by Variable 
Misuse and Code Summarization tools. 

 
/** 
 * DECODER-CODE-SUMMARIZATION: UNK the watchdog timer with the specified 
width at the current device this function 
 */ 
/* 
 * Watchdog driver for Atmel AT91SAM9x processors. 
 * 
 * Copyright (C) 2008 Renaud CERRATO r.cerrato@til-technologies.fr 
 * 
 * This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or 
 * modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License 
 * as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 
 * 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. 
 */ 
 
/* 
 * The Watchdog Timer Mode Register can be only written to once. If the 
 * timeout need to be set from Linux, be sure that the bootstrap or the 
 * bootloader doesn't write to this register. 
 */ 
 
#define pr_fmt(fmt) KBUILD_MODNAME ": " fmt 
 
#include <linux/clk.h> 
#include <linux/errno.h> 
#include <linux/init.h> 
#include <linux/interrupt.h> 
#include <linux/io.h> 
#include <linux/kernel.h> 
#include <linux/module.h> 
#include <linux/moduleparam.h> 
#include <linux/platform_device.h> 
#include <linux/reboot.h> 
#include <linux/types.h> 
#include <linux/watchdog.h> 
#include <linux/jiffies.h> 
#include <linux/timer.h> 
#include <linux/bitops.h> 
#include <linux/uaccess.h> 
#include <linux/of.h> 
#include <linux/of_irq.h> 
 
#include "at91sam9_wdt.h" 
 
#define DRV_NAME "AT91SAM9 Watchdog" 
 
#define wdt_read(wdt, field) \ 
  readl_relaxed((wdt)->base + (field)) 
#define wdt_write(wtd, field, val) \ 
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  writel_relaxed((val), (wdt)->base + (field)) 
 
/* AT91SAM9 watchdog runs a 12bit counter @ 256Hz, 
 * use this to convert a watchdog 
 * value from/to milliseconds. 
 */ 
#define ticks_to_hz_rounddown(t)  ((((t) + 1) * HZ) >> 8) 
#define ticks_to_hz_roundup(t)    (((((t) + 1) * HZ) + 255) >> 8) 
#define ticks_to_secs(t)    (((t) + 1) >> 8) 
#define secs_to_ticks(s)    ((s) ? (((s) << 8) - 1) : 0) 
 
#define WDT_MR_RESET  0x3FFF2FFF 
 
/* Watchdog max counter value in ticks */ 
#define WDT_COUNTER_MAX_TICKS 0xFFF 
 
/* Watchdog max delta/value in secs */ 
#define WDT_COUNTER_MAX_SECS  ticks_to_secs(WDT_COUNTER_MAX_TICKS) 
 
/* Hardware timeout in seconds */ 
#define WDT_HW_TIMEOUT 2 
 
/* Timer heartbeat (500ms) */ 
#define WDT_TIMEOUT (HZ/2) 
 
/* User land timeout */ 
#define WDT_HEARTBEAT 15 
static int heartbeat; 
 
/** 
 * DECODER-CODE-SUMMARIZATION: module inst 
 */ 
module_param(heartbeat, int, 0); 
MODULE_PARM_DESC(heartbeat, "Watchdog heartbeats in seconds. " 
  "(default = " __MODULE_STRING(WDT_HEARTBEAT) ")"); 
 
static bool nowayout = WATCHDOG_NOWAYOUT; 
 
/** 
 * DECODER-CODE-SUMMARIZATION: copyright c 2014 2018 nordic semiconductor 
asa all rights reserved redistribution and use in 
 */ 
module_param(nowayout, bool, 0); 
MODULE_PARM_DESC(nowayout, "Watchdog cannot be stopped once started " 
  "(default=" __MODULE_STRING(WATCHDOG_NOWAYOUT) ")"); 
 
#define to_wdt(wdd) container_of(wdd, struct at91wdt, wdd) 
 
struct at91wdt { 
  struct watchdog_device wdd; 
  void __iomem *base; 
  unsigned long next_heartbeat; /* the next_heartbeat for the timer */ 
  struct timer_list timer;  /* The timer that pings the watchdog */ 
  u32 mr; 
  u32 mr_mask; 
  unsigned long heartbeat;  /* WDT heartbeat in jiffies */ 
  bool nowayout; 
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  unsigned int irq; 
  struct clk *sclk; 
}; 
 
/* 
......................................................................... 
*/ 
 
/** 
 * DECODER-CODE-SUMMARIZATION: restart watchdog timer 
 */ 
static irqreturn_t wdt_interrupt(int irq, void *dev_id) 
{ 
  struct at91wdt *wdt = (struct at91wdt *)dev_id; 
 
  if (wdt_read(wdt, AT91_WDT_SR)) { 
    pr_crit("at91sam9 WDT software reset\n"); 
    emergency_restart(); 
    pr_crit("Reboot didn't ?????\n"); 
  } 
 
  return IRQ_HANDLED; 
} 
 
/* 
 * Reload the watchdog timer.  (ie, pat the watchdog) 
 */ 
/** 
 * DECODER-CODE-SUMMARIZATION: reload the watchdog timer 
 */ 
static inline void at91_wdt_reset(struct at91wdt *wdt) // DECODER-VARIA-
BLE_MISUSE: Check if replacing 'at91wdt' by 'AT91_WDT_KEY' needed. 
{ 
  wdt_write(wdt, AT91_WDT_CR, AT91_WDT_KEY | AT91_WDT_WDRSTT); 
} 
 
/* 
 * Timer tick 
 */ 
/** 
 * DECODER-CODE-SUMMARIZATION: timer tick service watchdog 
 */ 
static void at91_ping(unsigned long data) 
{ 
  struct at91wdt *wdt = (struct at91wdt *)data; 
  if (time_before(jiffies, wdt->next_heartbeat) || 
      !watchdog_active(&wdt->wdd)) { 
    at91_wdt_reset(wdt); 
    mod_timer(&wdt->timer, jiffies + wdt->heartbeat); 
  } else { 
    pr_crit("I will reset your machine !\n"); 
  } 
} 
 
/** 
 * DECODER-CODE-SUMMARIZATION: start watchdog 
 */ 
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static int at91_wdt_start(struct watchdog_device *wdd) 
{ 
  struct at91wdt *wdt = to_wdt(wdd); 
  /* calculate when the next userspace timeout will be */ 
  wdt->next_heartbeat = jiffies + wdd->timeout * HZ; 
  return 0; 
} 
 
/** 
 * DECODER-CODE-SUMMARIZATION: stop watchdog timer 
 */ 
static int at91_wdt_stop(struct watchdog_device *wdd) 
{ 
  /* The watchdog timer hardware can not be stopped... */ 
  return 0; 
} 
 
/** 
 * DECODER-CODE-SUMMARIZATION: set a watchdog timeout 
 */ 
static int at91_wdt_set_timeout(struct watchdog_device *wdd, unsigned int 
new_timeout) 
{ 
  wdd->timeout = new_timeout; 
  return at91_wdt_start(wdd); 
} 
 
/** 
 * DECODER-CODE-SUMMARIZATION: initialize a watchdog 
 */ 
static int at91_wdt_init(struct platform_device *pdev, struct at91wdt *wdt) 
{ 
  u32 tmp; 
  u32 delta; 
  u32 value; 
  int err; 
  u32 mask = wdt->mr_mask; 
  unsigned long min_heartbeat = 1; 
  unsigned long max_heartbeat; 
  struct device *dev = &pdev->dev; 
 
  tmp = wdt_read(wdt, AT91_WDT_MR); 
  if ((tmp & mask) != (wdt->mr & mask)) { 
    if (tmp == WDT_MR_RESET) { 
      wdt_write(wdt, AT91_WDT_MR, wdt->mr); 
      tmp = wdt_read(wdt, AT91_WDT_MR); 
    } 
  } 
 
  if (tmp & AT91_WDT_WDDIS) { 
    if (wdt->mr & AT91_WDT_WDDIS) 
      return 0; 
    dev_err(dev, "watchdog is disabled\n"); 
    return -EINVAL; 
  } 
 
  value = tmp & AT91_WDT_WDV; 
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  delta = (tmp & AT91_WDT_WDD) >> 16; 
 
  if (delta < value) 
    min_heartbeat = ticks_to_hz_roundup(value - delta); 
 
  max_heartbeat = ticks_to_hz_rounddown(value); 
  if (!max_heartbeat) { 
    dev_err(dev, 
      "heartbeat is too small for the system to handle it correctly\n"); 
    return -EINVAL; 
  } 
 
  /* 
   * Try to reset the watchdog counter 4 or 2 times more often than 
   * actually requested, to avoid spurious watchdog reset. 
   * If this is not possible because of the min_heartbeat value, reset 
   * it at the min_heartbeat period. 
   */ 
  if ((max_heartbeat / 4) >= min_heartbeat) 
    wdt->heartbeat = max_heartbeat / 4; 
  else if ((max_heartbeat / 2) >= min_heartbeat) 
    wdt->heartbeat = max_heartbeat / 2; 
  else 
    wdt->heartbeat = min_heartbeat; 
 
  if (max_heartbeat < min_heartbeat + 4) 
    dev_warn(dev, 
       "min heartbeat and max heartbeat might be too close for the system 
to handle it correctly\n"); 
 
  if ((tmp & AT91_WDT_WDFIEN) && wdt->irq) { 
    err = request_irq(wdt->irq, wdt_interrupt, 
          IRQF_SHARED | IRQF_IRQPOLL | 
          IRQF_NO_SUSPEND, 
          pdev->name, wdt); 
    if (err) 
      return err; 
  } 
 
  if ((tmp & wdt->mr_mask) != (wdt->mr & wdt->mr_mask)) 
    dev_warn(dev, 
       "watchdog already configured differently (mr = %x expecting %x)\n", 
       tmp & wdt->mr_mask, wdt->mr & wdt->mr_mask); 
 
  setup_timer(&wdt->timer, at91_ping, (unsigned long)wdt); 
 
  /* 
   * Use min_heartbeat the first time to avoid spurious watchdog reset: 
   * we don't know for how long the watchdog counter is running, and 
   *  - resetting it right now might trigger a watchdog fault reset 
   *  - waiting for heartbeat time might lead to a watchdog timeout 
   *    reset 
   */ 
  mod_timer(&wdt->timer, jiffies + min_heartbeat); 
 
  /* Try to set timeout from device tree first */ 
  if (watchdog_init_timeout(&wdt->wdd, 0, dev)) 
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    watchdog_init_timeout(&wdt->wdd, heartbeat, dev); 
  watchdog_set_nowayout(&wdt->wdd, wdt->nowayout); 
  err = watchdog_register_device(&wdt->wdd); 
  if (err) 
    goto out_stop_timer; 
 
  wdt->next_heartbeat = jiffies + wdt->wdd.timeout * HZ; 
 
  return 0; 
 
out_stop_timer: 
  del_timer(&wdt->timer); 
  return err; 
} 
 
/* 
......................................................................... 
*/ 
 
static const struct watchdog_info at91_wdt_info = { 
  .identity = DRV_NAME, 
  .options  = WDIOF_SETTIMEOUT | WDIOF_KEEPALIVEPING | 
            WDIOF_MAGICCLOSE, 
}; 
 
static const struct watchdog_ops at91_wdt_ops = { 
  .owner =  THIS_MODULE, 
  .start =  at91_wdt_start, 
  .stop =   at91_wdt_stop, 
  .set_timeout =  at91_wdt_set_timeout, 
}; 
 
#if defined(CONFIG_OF) 
 
/** 
 * DECODER-CODE-SUMMARIZATION: check and initialize watchdog 
 */ 
static int of_at91wdt_init(struct device_node *np, struct at91wdt *wdt) 
{ 
  u32 min = 0; 
  u32 max = WDT_COUNTER_MAX_SECS; 
  const char *tmp; 
 
  /* Get the interrupts property */ 
  wdt->irq = irq_of_parse_and_map(np, 0); 
  if (!wdt->irq) 
    dev_warn(wdt->wdd.parent, "failed to get IRQ from DT\n"); 
 
  if (!of_property_read_u32_index(np, "atmel,max-heartbeat-sec", 0, 
          &max)) { 
    if (!max || max > WDT_COUNTER_MAX_SECS) 
      max = WDT_COUNTER_MAX_SECS; 
 
    if (!of_property_read_u32_index(np, "atmel,min-heartbeat-sec", 
            0, &min)) { 
      if (min >= max) 
        min = max - 1; 
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    } 
  } 
 
  min = secs_to_ticks(min); 
  max = secs_to_ticks(max); 
 
  wdt->mr_mask = 0x3FFFFFFF; 
  wdt->mr = 0; 
  if (!of_property_read_string(np, "atmel,watchdog-type", &tmp) && 
      !strcmp(tmp, "software")) { 
    wdt->mr |= AT91_WDT_WDFIEN; 
    wdt->mr_mask &= ~AT91_WDT_WDRPROC; 
  } else { 
    wdt->mr |= AT91_WDT_WDRSTEN; 
  } 
 
  if (!of_property_read_string(np, "atmel,reset-type", &tmp) && 
      !strcmp(tmp, "proc")) 
    wdt->mr |= AT91_WDT_WDRPROC; 
 
  if (of_property_read_bool(np, "atmel,disable")) { 
    wdt->mr |= AT91_WDT_WDDIS; 
    wdt->mr_mask &= AT91_WDT_WDDIS; 
  } 
 
  if (of_property_read_bool(np, "atmel,idle-halt")) 
    wdt->mr |= AT91_WDT_WDIDLEHLT; 
 
  if (of_property_read_bool(np, "atmel,dbg-halt")) 
    wdt->mr |= AT91_WDT_WDDBGHLT; 
 
  wdt->mr |= max | ((max - min) << 16); 
 
  return 0; 
} 
#else 
static inline int of_at91wdt_init(struct device_node *np, struct at91wdt 
*wdt) 
{ 
  return 0; 
} 
#endif 
 
/** 
 * DECODER-CODE-SUMMARIZATION: check and probe watchdog device information 
struct 
 */ 
int __init at91wdt_probe(struct platform_device *pdev) 
{ 
  struct resource *r; 
  int err; 
  struct at91wdt *wdt; 
 
  wdt = devm_kzalloc(&pdev->dev, sizeof(*wdt), GFP_KERNEL); 
  if (!wdt) 
    return -ENOMEM; 
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  wdt->mr = (WDT_HW_TIMEOUT * 256) | AT91_WDT_WDRSTEN | AT91_WDT_WDD | 
      AT91_WDT_WDDBGHLT | AT91_WDT_WDIDLEHLT; 
  wdt->mr_mask = 0x3FFFFFFF; 
  wdt->nowayout = nowayout; 
  wdt->wdd.parent = &pdev->dev; 
  wdt->wdd.info = &at91_wdt_info; 
  wdt->wdd.ops = &at91_wdt_ops; 
  wdt->wdd.timeout = WDT_HEARTBEAT; 
  wdt->wdd.min_timeout = 1; 
  wdt->wdd.max_timeout = 0xFFFF; 
 
  r = platform_get_resource(pdev, IORESOURCE_MEM, 0); 
  wdt->base = devm_ioremap_resource(&pdev->dev, r); 
  if (IS_ERR(wdt->base)) 
    return PTR_ERR(wdt->base); 
 
  wdt->sclk = devm_clk_get(&pdev->dev, NULL); 
  if (IS_ERR(wdt->sclk)) 
    return PTR_ERR(wdt->sclk); 
 
  err = clk_prepare_enable(wdt->sclk); 
  if (err) { 
    dev_err(&pdev->dev, "Could not enable slow clock\n"); 
    return err; 
  } 
 
  if (pdev->dev.of_node) { 
    err = of_at91wdt_init(pdev->dev.of_node, wdt); 
    if (err) 
      goto err_clk; 
  } 
 
  err = at91_wdt_init(pdev, wdt); 
  if (err) 
    goto err_clk; 
 
  platform_set_drvdata(pdev, wdt); 
 
  pr_info("enabled (heartbeat=%d sec, nowayout=%d)\n", 
    wdt->wdd.timeout, wdt->nowayout); 
 
  return 0; 
 
err_clk: 
  clk_disable_unprepare(wdt->sclk); 
 
  return err; 
} 
 
/** 
 * DECODER-CODE-SUMMARIZATION: remove watchdog device i ds and remove it 
 */ 
static int __exit at91wdt_remove(struct platform_device *pdev) 
{ 
  struct at91wdt *wdt = platform_get_drvdata(pdev); // DECODER-VARIA-
BLE_MISUSE: Check if replacing 'at91wdt' by 'pdev' needed. 
  watchdog_unregister_device(&wdt->wdd); 
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  pr_warn("I quit now, hardware will probably reboot!\n"); 
  del_timer(&wdt->timer); 
  clk_disable_unprepare(wdt->sclk); 
 
  return 0; 
} 
 
#if defined(CONFIG_OF) 
static const struct of_device_id at91_wdt_dt_ids[] = { 
  { .compatible = "atmel,at91sam9260-wdt" }, 
  { .compatible = "" /* sentinel */ } 
}; 
 
MODULE_DEVICE_TABLE(of, at91_wdt_dt_ids); 
#endif 
 
struct platform_driver at91wdt_driver = { 
  .remove   = __exit_p(at91wdt_remove), 
  .driver   = { 
    .name = "at91_wdt", 
    .of_match_table = of_match_ptr(at91_wdt_dt_ids), 
  }, 
}; 
 
/** 
 * DECODER-CODE-SUMMARIZATION: probe UNK driver 
 */ 
module_platform_driver_probe(at91wdt_driver, at91wdt_probe); 
 
MODULE_AUTHOR("Renaud CERRATO <r.cerrato@til-technologies.fr>"); 
MODULE_DESCRIPTION("Watchdog driver for Atmel AT91SAM9x processors"); 
MODULE_LICENSE("GPL"); 
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